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Listed below are some of the endeavors that MSA is currently working on.

**Student Involvement in Local Governance**- With an institutionalized committee to connect students with receptive Council-members, students appointed by MSA now have a voice in the local political process that affects them. At the first meeting, the committee set its agenda for the upcoming year with its top priorities being the *new lease signing ordinance*, that would ease the pressure many students feel to sign a lease as early as September and October, and *campus safety*.

**AirBus Success**- MSA AirBus provided 2,000 rides to and from the airport over Thanksgiving break.

**Advice Online**- At the end of every semester students fill out evaluation forms for GSIs and professors. MSA is in conjunction with the Office of the Registrar compiles this information in an easy and accessible way for students, on a website: *Advice Online*. This website is a useful resource for students when picking classes.

**Leadership Structure Selected**- MSA chose its respective chairs and vice chairs for nineteen committees and commissions. These elected leaders are the driving force behind MSA's work on campus. These leaders are highly capable and have great potential for the upcoming year.